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HOW TO USE THIS NAMING BRIEF TEMPLATE

The following pages contain a blank naming brief you or your client 
can complete prior to commencing name generation.

A few notes to consider when using the template:

Hold your mouse cursor over the  icon next to each section 
heading for instructions or more information. 

Some sections are marked as optional. All other sections should be 
considered too important to omit from the brief.

Of course, it’s impossible to create a template that works 
perfectly for every project and situation. Feel free to add details 
or links in the “Additional notes/materials” section or add pages to 
the brief as needed.

ABOUT THE TEMPLATE

This template was created for readers of Brand Naming: The 
Complete Guide to Creating a Name for Your Company, Product, 
or Service, by Rob Meyerson. For feedback, questions, or to learn 
more, get in touch via the links below.

Website: www.brandnamingbook.com
LinkedIn: Rob Meyerson
Twitter: @RobMeyerson

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rmeyerson/
https://twitter.com/RobMeyerson
https://www.brandnamingbook.com/
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description of target audience

ideas the name should convey
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naming approach and construct
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name tonality

competitor/peer names
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explore and avoid (optional)

previously explored/rejected names (optional)
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brand names for inspiration (optional)

screening/domain requirements (optional)
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additional notes/materials (optional)
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